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bstract

Childhood absence epilepsy (CAE) is a common form of idiopathic generalized epilepsy with polygenic inheritance. In our previous studies,
elatively high frequent variants in the T-type calcium channel gene, CACNA1H, were identified in the Chinese Han population, most of which
re located in exons 6–12. The goal of this study was to identify additional variants in this region of the CACNA1H gene. To this end, exons 6–12
ere sequenced in 100 newly recruited CAE trios and 191 normal controls. Thirty-nine variants were identified in CAE trios or controls, 14 of
hich were found only in CAE patients, including two nonsynonymous variants that were newly found. Thirteen of the 39 variants were found in
oth CAE patients and controls, 11 were found only in parents of CAE trios, and one was found only in controls. Twenty-eight of these variants

ad not been previously reported. Both permutation test and transmission/disequilibrium test (TDT) indicated that a SNP-52037C > T in intron11
as significant in association with CAE. In conclusion, these data further support the hypothesis that CACNA1H is an important susceptibility
ene for CAE in the Chinese Han population.

2006 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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hildhood absence epilepsy (CAE) is a common form of idio-
athic epilepsy accounting for approximately 5–15% of all
hildhood epilepsies [1]. Disease onset is between the ages of 3
nd 12, and affected children experience multiple daily absence
eizures. On electroencephalogram, the seizures have a charac-
eristic generalized bilateral synchronous 3 Hz spike and a slow
ave discharge. Although the molecular basis of CAE, which

s characterized by complex inheritance, is not yet understood,
reliminary genetic evidence implicates four genes encoding

euronal calcium channel subunits as possible molecular mark-
rs for CAE in human [2,6,10,16]. Previous studies based on
18 CAE trios from the Chinese Han population identified 12
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issense mutations unique to CAE-positive individuals in the
-type calcium channel gene CACNA1H. Ten of these muta-
ions (83.3%) were located in exons 6–12 of CACNA1H [2].
hese data, although based on a small sample size, suggested

hat CACNA1H may be a susceptibility gene for CAE in the Chi-
ese Han population. In this study, exons 6–12 of CACNA1H
ere sequenced in 100 newly-recruited CAE trios. The results
resented here provide further support for a statistically signif-
cant association between CACNA1H and CAE in the Chinese
an population.
This study included 100 Chinese Han CAE trios, recruited

onsecutively from our pediatric neurology clinics, and two chil-
ren’s hospitals in Beijing city. Thirty-nine of the patients were
ale and 61 were female. Cases diagnosed as CAE must ful-

ll the following criteria [3]: (1) onset of absence seizures at
–12 years of age, (2) absence as the initial seizure type, (3)
ery frequent absence seizures occurring multiple times per
ay, (4) EEG patterns during absence seizures associated with

mailto:icnc@public3.bta.net.cn
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ilateral, symmetric, and synchronous discharge of regular 3-
z spike-and-wave complexes with normal background, (5)
ormal neurological exam, (6) if performed, normal neurora-
iological examinations (CT or MRI). Informed consent was
btained from parents of all patients. Fifteen CAE cases had a
istory of febrile seizures, 10 cases developed generalized tonic
lonic seizure (GTCS), five cases had a family history of febrile
eizures, and three cases had a family history of epilepsy. This
tudy utilized 191 unrelated gender-matched normal controls,
hich were selected from our previous research [2]. None of

he controls had a family or personal history of febrile seizures
nd epilepsy.

Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood leuko-
ytes using the method of Miller [13]. Genomic segments of
xons 6–12 and their 5′- and 3′-flanking regions of CACNA1H
ere amplified by PCR in 100 CAE trios and controls using

he same sequencing primers as before [2]. PCR amplification
onditions were as follows: denaturation for 15 min at 95 ◦C,
4 touch-down cycles of 94 ◦C, 62 ◦C and 72 ◦C for 30, 60 and
0 s, respectively, with the annealing temperature descending
.5 ◦C for per cycle, followed by 25 cycles of 94 ◦C, 56 ◦C and
2 ◦C for 30, 40 and 60 s, respectively, finishing with a single
tep at 72 ◦C for 10 min. Sequence variants were determined
y direct sequencing of purified PCR products using an autose-
uencer (ABI PRISM 3730XL DNA Analyzer, Applied Biosys-
ems, AB, USA). Sequence analyses were carried out using
hredPhrap/Consed software and by visually examining printed
hromatograms to detect sequence changes [14]. All nonsyn-
nymous/synonymous variants were verified at least twice by
CR and by sequencing with forward and reverse primers.

Protein families and domains were analyzed using
canProsite (http://www.expasy.org/). Sequence alignments
f the human CACNA1H gene product, newly identi-
ed nonsynonymous protein variants and protein homo-

ogues from other species were performed using ClustalW
Clustalw, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/). Computer-based
redictive models the impact of CACNA1H variants were
enerated using online resources. These resources were
sed to analyze protein secondary structure (Nnpredict,
ttp://www.cmpharm.ucsf.edu/), transcription factor binding
ites (NIH, http://thr.cit.nih.gov/molbio/), potential splicing
ites (SPL, http://softberry.com/berry/), charge status (SAPS,
ttp://www.ch.embnet.org/) and potential phosphorylation sites
NetPhos, http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/).

Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium was assessed by Fisher’s exact
est using the program HWE in R (http://www.r-project.org)
8]. A Chi-square test for statistical significance was carried
ut using the SPSS12.0 software package. A permutation test
as performed to test the genotype distribution difference of
ACNA1H variants between cases and controls in R. TDT test
as performed to analyze the association between the vari-

nts presenting different distribution between cases and con-
rols and CAE. TDT test takes the form of the X2 statistic:

2 = (b − c)2/(b + c). b indicates the number of heterozygous
arents who transmitted an allele. c indicates the number of het-
rozygous parents who did not transmit the allele [7]. Statistical
ignificance was established at the P < 0.05 level, alternatively,
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as set to be P < 0.05/time of multiple tests level by Bonferroni
orrection when multiple statistical tests were performed.

. Fourteen variants in the sequenced region of CACNA1H were
observed in DNA samples from 100 CAE cases but not
from 191 normal controls, 12 of which were not previously
reported. The variants P314S, P492S, N345N, L602L and
S619S were in the coding region of CACNA1H (Table 1,
Fig. 1). The frequencies of these five variants were low and
each of them was observed only once except for N345N,
which had been reported in one CAE patient in previous
study [2].

. Eleven variants were observed only in parents of CAE trios
but not in CAE patients and 191 normal controls, all of them
were not previously reported, including four nonsynonymous
variants, five synonymous variants and two intronic variants
(Table 2). The frequencies of these variants were low and
each of them was observed only once.

. One variant 47454A > C in intron7 were observed only in
normal controls, but not in CAE trios.

. Thirteen variants were observed in both CAE cases and
normal controls. P277S, M313V and S677L were not pre-
viously reported. The minor allele frequencies of 10 SNPs
(M313V; rs8044363; rs8043905; rs9922076; rs2407083;
rs9934839; P640L; rs3751664; rs2745150; rs11646893)
were all above 6%. These 10 variants were in accordance
with Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium. Thus, they were utilized
as genetic markers to conduct case-control analysis. A SNP-
52037C > T in intron11 was found in 17 CAE patients. How-
ever, 52037C > T present neither in the 191 controls nor the
previous 118 CAE patients detected by PCR and sequenc-
ing protocol using the same primers [2]. Permutation test
(100000 times) indicated that the genotype of 52037C > T
between 100 cases and 191 controls was significant differ-
ent (P < 0.0001). 52037C > T was also significant in TDT in
CAE trios (Table 1).

. Protein sequence analysis indicated that the nonsynonymous
P492S variant affected a relatively well-conserved amino
acid in the Cav3.2 calcium channel protein. In contrast, the
P314S variant affected a poorly conserved residue. Bioinfor-
matics analysis was used to predict the functional implica-
tions of the variants occurred only in CAE patients (Table 3).

Recent genetic studies implicated four genes encoding sub-
nits of voltage-dependent calcium channels in CAE. Briefly,
he genetic evidence is summarized as follows: (1) CACNG3,
ncoding high-voltage-activated (HVA) calcium channel �3 sub-
nit, was positively linked with CAE in a European population
16], (2) A missense mutation (C104F) in CACNB4, encoding
alcium-channel beta4-subunit, was identified in a family with
diopathic absence epilepsy, but not in 255 unaffected controls
r normal family members [6], (3) A heterozygous point
utation, C5733T, in the Q-type voltage-gated calcium channel

1 subunit gene CACNA1A was found in an 11-year-old boy of
uropean descent with a complex phenotype including absence
pilepsy and the mutation was linked to a biochemical defect
n channel function [10]. Because the findings for these three

http://www.expasy.org/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/
http://www.cmpharm.ucsf.edu/
http://thr.cit.nih.gov/molbio/
http://softberry.com/berry/
http://www.ch.embnet.org/
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/
http://www.r-project.org/
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Table 1
CACNA1H variants found only in CAE patients, only in controls or in both CAE patients and controlsa

Location Nucleotide
substitution

Amino acid
substitution

refSNP ID in
NCBI

Structural
location

Genotype/Allele Cases
(n = 100)

Control
(n = 191)

P-value Parents (n = 200)

Distribution Trans Un-trans P-value

Intron6
45537G > A GG/GA/AA 99/1/0 199/1/0
45650C > T CC/CT/TT 98/2/0 198/2/0
46925T > C TT/TC/CC 99/1/0 186/14/0

Exon7

47041C > T P277S IS5-IP-loop CC/CT/TT 99/1/0 189/2/0 NO 198/2/0
47149A > G M313V IS5-IP-loop AA/AG/GG 84/14/2 172/17/2 0.379 172/28/0

A/G 182/18 361/21 0.118 372/28 18 10 NO
47152C > T P314S IS5-IP-loop CC/CT/TT 99/1/0 199/1/0
47247C > T N345N IS5-IP-loop CC/CT/TT 99/1/0 199/1/0
47319T > C I369I rs8044363 IP-loop TT/TC/CC 74/23/3 164/25/2 0.032 154/45/1

T/C 171/29 353/29 0.013 353/47 29 18 NO

Intron7
47381G > A GG/GA/AA 99/1/0 199/1/0
47401C > G CC/CG/GG 100/0/0 187/4/0 NO 198/2/0
47454A > C AA/AC/CC 100/0/0 179/12/0 NO 200/0/0

Intron8
48322G > A rs8043905 GG/GA/AA 76/19/5 172/17/2 0.003 157/32/11

G/A 171/29 361/21 <0.0001* 346/54 29 25 0.586

Exon9

48563C > T S451S rs9922076 linker I-II CC/CT/TT 83/14/3 172/17/2 0.176 171/27/2
C/T 180/20 361/21 0.059 369/31 20 11 NO

48684C > T P492S linker I-II CC/CT/TT 99/1/0 199/1/0
48878C > T P556P rs2407083 linker I-II CC/CT/TT 82/16/2 172/17/2 0.142 171/28/1

C/T 180/20 361/21 0.059 370/30 20 10 NO
49016C > G L602L linker I-II CC/CG/GG 99/1/0 199/1/0
49019A > G R603R rs9934839 linker I-II AA/AG/GG 70/26/4 172/17/2 <0.0001* 152/43/5

A/G 166/34 361/21 <0.0001* 347/53 34 19 0.039
49067A > G S619S linker I-II AA/AG/GG 99/1/0 199/1/0
49129C > T P640L linker I-II CC/CT/TT 5/38/57 6/41/144 0.004 9/59/132

C/T 48/152 53/329 0.003 77/323 152 171 NO
49201T > C V664A rs4984636 linker I-II TT/TC/CC 98/2/0 190/1/0 NO 198/2/0

Intron9 49271G > T GG/GT/TT 99/1/0 199/1/0

Exon10
50797C > T S677L linker I-II CC/CT/TT 99/1/0 173/18/0 0.002 196/4/0
51129C > T R788C rs3751664 linker I-II CC/CT/TT 78/22/0 161/30/0 0.189 162/38/0

C/T 178/22 352/30 0.222 362/38 22 16 NO
Intron10 51268C > T CC/CT/TT 98/2/0 198/2/0

Intron11

52037C > T rs2745150 CC/CT/TT 83/15/2 <0.0001* 177/23/0
C/T 181/19 <0.0001* 377/23 19 4 0.00176#

52845C > T rs11646893 CC/CT/TT 84/15/1 177/12/2 0.061 177/22/1
C/T 183/17 366/16 0.038 376/24 17 7 NO

Intron12
53059A > G AA/AG/GG 99/1/0 198/2/0
53061C > G CC/CG/GG 99/1/0 199/1/0

A: alanine; C: cysteine; I: isoleucine; L: leucine; M: methionine; N: asparagines; P: proline; R: arginine; S: serine; V: valine; The allele distribution of the variants with very low frequency in cases is not listed here.
NO indicates nonsense to perform the statistical test. Significant value for comparison of cases and controls: *P < 0.05/20 = 0.0025; for comparison of cases and parents by TDT: #P < 0.05/3 = 0.01667.

a Protein families and domains were analyzed using ScanProsite (http://www.expasy.org/), the numbering of the nucleotide acids, amino acids is according to the system used in NC 000016 and NP 001005407,
respectively. Twenty-eight variants were identified, 14 of which were found only in CAE patients, 13 variants were found in both CAE patients and controls, and one was found only in controls.

http://www.expasy.org/
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Fig. 1.

Table 2
CACNA1H variants found only in parents of CAE trios, but not in CAE patients or normal controlsa

Location Nucleotide substitution Amino acid substitution Structural location Genotype Distribution in parents

Exon9

48581C > T Y457Y linker I-II CC/CT/TT 199/1/0
48590G > T L460L linker I-II GG/GT/TT 199/1/0
48591C > T L461L linker I-II CC/CT/TT 199/1/0
48748C > T S513L linker I-II CC/CT/TT 199/1/0
48804A > G S532G linker I-II AA/AG/GG 199/1/0
49059C > T L617L linker I-II CC/CT/TT 199/1/0

Exon10 51049G > A R761D linker I-II GG/GA/AA 199/1/0

Intron10
51223G > A GG/GA/AA 199/1/0
51834C > T CC/CT/TT 199/1/0

Exon11 52006G > A G862S II-S3 GG/GA/AA 199/1/0
Exon12 52940C > T L894L II-S4 CC/CT/TT 199/1/0

D
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: aspartic acid; G: glycine; L: leucine; R: arginine; S: serine; Y: tyrosine.
a Protein families and domains were analyzed using ScanProsite (http://www

ystem used in NC 000016 and NP 001005407, respectively.

enes did not involve patients in typical CAE families, the major

henotypes involved were episodic or progressive ataxia. This is
onsistent with the hypothesis that defects in these three calcium
hannel genes are more likely to cause ataxia than absence
pilepsy. The last of the four calcium channel genes implicated

C
m
a
a

able 3
ioinformatics prediction of CACNA1H variants found only in CAE patientsa

ocation Nucleotide substitution refSNP ID in NCBI Amino acid

ntron6
45537G > A
45650C > T
46925T > C

xon7
47152C > T P314S
47247C > T N345N

ntron7 47381G > A

xon9
48684C > T P492S
49016C > G L602L
49067A > G S619S

ntron9 49271G > T
ntron10 51268C > T
ntron11 52037C > T rs2745150

ntron12
53059A > G
53061C > G

: leucine; N: asparagines; P: proline; S: serine.
a The numbering of the nucleotide acids, amino acids is according to the system us
y.org/), the numbering of the nucleotide acids, amino acids is according to the

n CAE is (4) CACNA1H, encoding the T-type Ca2+ channel

av3.2 (�1H). This protein channel localizes to the neuronal
embrane, is activated by low-voltage, and consists only of
functional �1 subunit [18]. Evidence from animal models

nd pharmacological studies strongly suggest that T-type Ca2+

substitution Comments/Prediction

Transcription factor binding site
Alter potential splicing site
Transcription factor binding site
Alter secondary structure, phosphorylation site
Alter potential splicing sites
Transcription factor binding site, alter potential splicing sites
Change charge status, phosphorylation site
Transcription factor binding site
Transcription factor binding site, alter potential splicing sites
Alter potential splicing sites
Alter potential splicing sites
Alter potential splicing sites,
Transcription factor binding site
Alter potential splicing sites

ed in NC 000016 and NP 001005407, respectively.

http://www.expasy.org/
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hannel genes are the most important candidate genes for
AE [11,17].

Our previous study identified 68 variants in exons 3–35 and
he exon-intron boundaries of CACNA1H in 118 sporadic Han
hinese patients with CAE. Twenty-nine of these variants were

ound in CAE patients but not in 230 unrelated controls. These
ncluded 12 missense mutations in highly conserved residues in
4 patients [2]. In vitro studies demonstrated that 11 of the 12
issense Cav3.2 variants caused a functional defect in channel

ating which was detectable by whole-cell patch-clamp studies
19]. The present study identifies two novel nonsynonymous
ariants in CACNA1H, P492S and P314S, in two CAE patients
ithout GTCS, febrile seizure history or a family history of

pilepsy. P492S affects a conserved amino acid in the linker I-II
egion and may alter charge status of the channel, while P314S
s predicted to change the secondary structure of the Cav3.2
hannel. Both P314 and P492 are potential phosphorylation sites
or kinases such as brain Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein
inase II (CaMKII). Thus, these variants may cause changes in
alcium channel phosphorylation status, which could potentially
ncrease excitability in neurons in epilepsy patients, In addition,
he activity of T-type calcium Cav3.2 channel can be stimulated
y CaMK II [5,11,20]. Therefore, we speculate that P314S and
492S may lead to an imbalance in neuronal Ca2+/calmodulin-
ependent phosphorylation/dephosphorylation systems during
alcium channel activity with pathological consequences. Future
tudies are planned to test this idea.

In general, our previous findings of multiple rare CACNA1H
issense variants associated with CAE fit well to the multi-

le rare-variants/common-disease hypothesis, if these missense
ariants do not reflect chance findings of rare population vari-
nts. In this study, however, we also found that some rare
ariants only occurred in parents of CAE trios or in normal
ontrols. Since the frequencies of these variants were very low
nd there were no nonsynonymous variants only occurred in
ormal controls, it was still ambiguous and should be further
nvestigated whether those variants only found in CAE patients
ere chance findings. To determine whether the CACNA1H
ene is significantly associated with CAE, we analyzed those
ommon variants observed in both CAE patients and controls.
y Bonferroni correction, both permutation test and TDT test

howed that a SNP-52037C > T in intron11 was close related to
AE, indicating that the CACNA1H gene might be associated
ith CAE.
Recent studies suggested that intronic or synonymous exonic

ariants could lead to catastrophic splicing abnormalities,
ncluding exon skipping or activation of cryptic splice sites.
hese variants alter the ratio of alternatively spliced mRNA

soforms, and have the potential to cause pathological changes
nd ensuing disease [15]. Structural changes in proteins caused
y missense mutations may also differentially affect the activ-
ty of alternative gene products. A very recent study showed
hat CACNA1H has 12-14 alternative splice sites, and alternative

plicing pathways produce both functional and non-functional
av3.2 isoforms, which are likely to affect membrane firing [21].
hese effects were comparable to or larger than effects reported

or previously studied mutations, suggesting that the changes in
etters 406 (2006) 27–32 31

ACNA1H alternative splicing might be an important pathway
nderlying CAE. In this work, Bioinformatics predicted that
2037C > T might alter potential splicing sites of CACNA1H
ene. Future studies are needed to determine the impact of
2037C > T on alternative splicing of CACNA1H mRNA.

However, other two relative studies failed to find any of the
ariants reported by us in CAE patients in Australian popula-
ion or European population, respectively, as well as to find any
vidences supporting that the CACNA1H gene was associated
ith CAE [2,4,9]. The discrepancy between their results and the
resent study could involve several factors. First, the common-
isease/common-variant (CDCV) hypothesis for CAE is sup-
orted by a meta-analysis of 25 association analyses reported
n 301 papers [12], which suggests that high frequency SNPs in
ACNA1H should be taken into account. Second, small sample

ize in their or our studies could have interfered with accurate
rediction of association between CACNA1H and CAE. Lastly,
he differences in the genetic background of the study popula-
ion may partly explain conflicting results in different studies on
he association between CACNA1H and CAE [4,9].

In conclusion, Regardless whether or not those rare vari-
nts in the CACNA1H gene identified only in CAE patients are
hance findings, a common polymorphism 52037C > T being
tatistically significant associated with CAE further support our
ypothesis that CACNA1H is an important susceptibility gene
or CAE in the Chinese Han population. However, it is likely
hat other as yet unknown factors also play direct and/or indirect
oles in the pathology of CAE.
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